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.. A: Using Visual C++ (Visual Studio) compiler, I opened the Visual C++ Project Explorer, found the files I created and selected Open, and that fixed the name resolution issue for me. Connemara Diamonds Connemara Diamonds Limited is a world-leading diamond company, based in
Canada, offering a range of diamond products and services to the luxury jewelry and gem trade. The company owns virtually all of the known reserves of diamonds in the world. Since it was founded in February 1999, the company has mined, polished, graded, cut, packaged, shipped and
delivered diamonds to the world's top retailers and diamond industries around the world. The company, which is led by Peter Meade, became a publicly listed company, on the Alternative Investment Market of the Toronto Stock Exchange in August 2003. Since then, the company has been
the subject of two major consolidations. In August 2013, Canada's Second-Largest Diamond Company, De Beers Canada, was acquired for $500 million. In April 2016, First Quantum Minerals agreed to purchase the remainder of the company for an additional $1.45 billion. History The
company was first formed as a wholly owned subsidiary of Canadian Metals and Mining Corporation (CMMC) on February 16, 1999, when it acquired all outstanding shares of the former American Eagle Diamond Corp. In December 1999, CMMC acquired a 37% interest in BHP Venture
and Rainier Diamonds, two Toronto-based diamond mining companies. In February 1999, the company's shares were listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) as CMMD. In January 2000, the company changed its name to Connemara Diamonds. In August 2000, the company announced
plans to move its headquarters from Toronto to Vancouver, to be closer to the company's large client base in the US and Europe. The move to Vancouver was completed in January 2001. In February 2001, the company acquired an additional 19% interest in two diamond mines in Angola, the
Nkhanzi and the Mendongul deposits. In June 2001, the company launched a new diamond mine, the Ruskin mine, northeast of Vancouver. In June 2002, the company's existing Nkhanzi project was added to its portfolio of diamond production areas. In October 2002, the company changed
its name again to Connemara Diamond Corp. in order to better reflect the breadth 3e33713323
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